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QM recap
The basic algorithm of QM: 

1. a physical system has its degrees of freedom encoded in a Hilbert space 

2. physical states are unit vectors in this space, physical observables are 
represented by Hermitian linear operators in this space 

3. the eigenstates of observables provide an orthonormal basis for the space; 
all physical states can be decomposed into a superposition in this basis 

4. physical states evolve deterministically according to the Schrödinger 
equation 

5. when a measurement of an observable is performed we register an 
eigenvalue of the operator and the physical state collapses to a eigenstate. 

6. the outcome of an individual measurement is random but statistically given 
by the Born distribution.



The least well understood bit of this is the “collapse” postulate: 

• where does it happen? how does it happen? Can’t be causal. 

• how can it cope with “nested” measurements, a.k.a the “Wigner’s friend” 
paradox? 

• replaces unitary, continuous deterministic dynamics with non-unitary, 
discontinuous indeterministic dynamics

In 1957 Hugh Everett III rejected the collapse postulate: 

• all physical systems are described by quantum 
states 

• dynamics is completely described by the 
Schrödinger equation 

• no collapse, just “pure wave mechanics”



Relative states
The absolute state of a closed system (like absolute motion) is 
unimportant for physical measurements. 

States can be meaningfully defined relative to one another, connected 
by entanglement.  

e.g. an entangled premeasurement state has the decomposition 

!

• the absolute state has no definite values for the system or 
apparatus 

• each term in the sum describes a state where the apparatus 
registers a definite value relative to the system
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Ontology
In Everett’s view the quantum state is primary and real. 

We can decompose the absolute state into secondary sub-systems 
which can have definite meaning relative to one another: 

• each relative state in the decomposition is equally “real” and valid 

!

• each decomposition is equally “real” and valid 

!

The absolute state is real and unique but indefinite, the relative states 
are non-unique but relatively definite and at least as real as each other.
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Quantum Measurement
Classical measurement reveals preexisting values of observables by interacting with 
a measuring device characterized by an interaction Hamiltonian 

!

Quantum measurement replaces a definite state in phase space with a quantum 
state and quantizes the interaction Hamiltonian 

!

• classical measurement evolves a definite initial state into a definite result state 

• quantum measurement evolves an indefinite superposition into an indefinite 
result state… or… a superposition of definite relative result states 

!
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Perception
Nobody really knows how the brain works but there is a lot of evidence 
that, at a basic level, it is correlated with the firing of neurones: 

• neurone firing arises from the movement of ions across a membrane 

• in principle this is a quantum mechanical system, like all systems 

• neurones may be quantum mechanical, described by 
wavefunctions, but the brain is a very warm, wet noisy environment 

• decoherence in the brain is extremely strong causing any QM 
effects to be suppressed extremely rapidly 

• neurones rapidly decohere into classical ensembles of “fired” or “not 
fired” environmentally selected eigenstates





Everett’s maxim
Rather than forcing QM to conform to a classical worldview, 

The interpretation should be driven by the theory 

In QM a measuring device/observer naturally evolves into a 
superposition of outcomes during measurement 

Classical physics is formulated as unique, objective and definite, but 
we have no real evidence for this outside our own experience 

It is sufficient for a theory to explain unique and definite results 
relative to an observer state, i.e. subjectively 

QM naturally gives us non-unique observers and has no paradoxes, 
so why not take that seriously?



Quantum Structure



The ‘universal’ state, the Omnium, has no obvious structure 

We can define sub-systems and decompose it into a basis in these 
spaces 

!

Definite structures can be defined relatively within this decomposition 

… but the decomposition is not unique: 

• each basis equally plausible (preferred basis problem) 

• the partition into sub-spaces is not always obvious 

Can we dynamically generate emergent macroscopic structure from 
pure wave mechanics?
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Decoherence
We have already seen that the decomposition into system, apparatus/observer and 
environment rapidly leads to decoherence: 

• dynamically selects a preferred basis for a given interaction Hamiltonian 
between sub-systems 

• restricts the set of allowed (environmentally stable) states to quasi-classical 
pointer/memory states 

• ensures that branches of premeasurement state are dynamically independent 
of one another, do not interact 

If we then interpret this within the framework of Everett we obtain: 

• many effectively dynamically independent relative states which have definite 
properties and behave classically in the macroscopic limit 

These are the famous many worlds



The Branching Universe



Quantum Immortality
Consider 50:50 “Quantum Russian Roulette”, repeated many times 

!

!

If you believe in Everettian QM: 

• there is always a branch where you survive every time 

• one version of you always survives (and gets very rich) 

• eventually you’ll die of old age because decaying chromosomes become 
the decohered eigenstates 

DO NOT TRY THIS AT HOME! !

There is always a chance that Bohm was right!
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Interpreting the Omnium
We often focus on the “many worlds” aspect of this interpretation: 

• we are defined within (relative to) a branch, which are dynamically 
generated and independent of one another in the macroscopic limit 

• Omnium does not just describe the universe, but a collection of effectively 
dynamically independent (parallel) universes filled with every possible 
environmentally robust configuration 

Branch structure is a representation of the Omnium, but is secondary to the 
fundamental quantum state: 

• temporally extended, relatively definite and objective structure can (and 
generically does) emerge from the Omnium for a suitable partition… 
Quantum Darwinism, survival of environmentally robust states 

• all decompositions are equally “real” but some are more useful than others.



Probability
We have seen how to generate definite outcomes from superpositions: 

• swap objective for subjective definiteness 

• abandon counterfactual definiteness (all possible results happen, subjectively) 

How can we reproduce the statistical results of QM? 

• definite results happen for an observer with probability given by the Born 
distribution 

Obvious answer is simply the relative frequency of the branches: 

• but have used the probability postulate to define the dot product and partial 
trace needed to derive the branches via decoherence… this is circular! 

• need to derive the Born rule independently of decoherence

Pn = |cn|2



Can mathematically justify the Born rule by Gleason’s theorem: 

The only non-negative real-valued function           defined for all vectors such that 
a set of orthonormal basis vectors satisfy                         is given by                                            

   for some reference vector w 

So only possible probability distribution is the Born distribution. 

“The real question is not ‘Why squared?’, it’s ‘Whence probability?’”  Sean Carroll 

Can also introduce probability at a more primitive level via Laplace’s “principle of 
indifference”: 

If possibilities are indistinguishable then they have equal probability 

• probability arises not from ignorance of the actual state, but from the 
objective symmetry of that state 

• this probability can be defined at the amplitude level, without decoherence

p(v)
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Envariance
Environmental-induced-invariance (envariance) is a symmetry of an entangled system-
environment state [arXiv:quant-ph/0405161] 

!

• envariant transformations on S can be undone by transformations on E 

• local information about S is constrained by entanglement with E 

Using envariant phase and “swap” transformations can show that: 

• properties, including probabilities, of S cannot depend on phase, only magnitude 

• equal magnitude amplitudes have equal probability 

Extending this argument to unequal expansion coefficients via coarse graining leads to the 
general result 
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FIG. 1: Envariance is related to the ‘principle of indifference’ (or the ‘principle of equal likelihood’) used by Laplace [17] to
define subjective probabilities. However in quantum physics envariance leads to probabilities based on an objective symmetries
of the underlying physical state of the system. The principle of indifference is illustrated in Fig. 1a. An observer (or a card
player) who knows one of the two cards is ♠ but does not see their faces does not care – is indifferent – when cards get swapped
(even when he needs ♠ to win). When the probability of a favorable outcome is the same before and after the swap then the
states are equivalent (“≈”) from his point of view. This leads to subjective probabilities given by the ratio of the number of
favorable outcomes to the total; p♠ = 1

2
. Laplace’s approach based on observers ignorance and not on the actual physical

state is often regarded as the sole justification of Bayesian view. It is controversial. In particular, it does not reflect the actual
‘physical’ state of the system: As seen in Fig. 1b, states before and after the swap are not equivalent, “̸=”. Fig 1c shows how
quantum theory leads to probabilities based on the physical state when the system of interest when S is entangled with ‘the
environment’ E . Such entanglement would occur as a result of decoherence. When S and E are maximally entangled, the swap
on S has no effect on its state. This is clear, since its effect can be undone without acting on S – by a ‘counterswap’ that
involves only E . The final states are simply the same, so the probability of the swapped states of S must also be the same!
Envariance can be used to prove (see Theorem 2) that for such ‘even’ entangled states that have the same absolute values of the
coefficients (which makes them envariantly swappable), probabilities of mutually exclusive alternatives (orthonormal Schmidt
states) are equal. Generalization of to the case of unequal coefficients is straightforward and establishes Born’s rule pk = |ψk|

2.
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Completing QM?
The relative state+decoherence realist interpretation (No Collapse) has echoes of the 
instrumentalist Copenhagen interpretation: 

Copenhagen - things are not real and definite until you measure them 

No Collapse - things are only real relative to another things, the entanglement required to 
establish that relative state generally occurs in a measurement 

Copenhagen - complementarity means that a quantum object displays properties of either a 
wave or particle depending on the context, but not simultaneously 

No Collapse - reality can be described objectively as the Omnium or subjectively in terms of 
branches, we have complementarity between [objective indefinite] and [subjective, definite] 

Copenhagen - all things can be quantal, but not all at once, need classical reference frame 
to describe results 

No Collapse - decoherence provides an environmentally stable pointer basis which is the 
most classical a quantum state can be, provides basis for macroscopic description 



Summary
Everett’s interpretation provides an ontological theory of QM: 

• dynamics of microscopic systems just normal QM, respects special 
relativity 

• allows for macroscopic reality to emerge smoothly and predictably via 
decoherence and stability criterion (Quantum Darwinism) 

• produces definite outcomes and experience by replacing objective 
definiteness with subjective definiteness and non-unique observers 

• quantum statistics can be derived within this relative state framework via 
envariance (other methods also possible) 

• objective description in terms of the Omnium primary but complementary 
to our subjective description in terms of emergent branches
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Lessons
• the definition of physical states as Hilbert space vectors leads to highly 

non-classical properties: superposition, interference and entanglement 

• replacing this formalism with a classical (Local Hidden Variable) realist 
theory removes all paradoxes but is incompatible with experiment 

• despite being fundamentally non-classical, QM inherits a lot of 
structure from classical physics yet has no formal classical limit 

• entanglement with the environment and decoherence is essential for 
recovering the macroscopic world 

• realist interpretations are allowed but they must be non-local, 
contextual hidden variable theories like Bohmian Mechanics, or relax 
our assumptions out ‘reality’ like Everettian QM



Bigger lessons
• the ‘recipe’ of QM is correct but quite opaque and hard to 

understand 

• behind this recipe is a rich world of physics based on very deep 
ideas about the world and metaphysics 

• QM represents a new order in physics; old concepts of ‘objects’ 
and ‘existence’ of ‘properties’ is redundant except for effective 
descriptions or special circumstances 

• interpreting the new theory within the old worldview generates 
paradoxes 

• these paradoxes can be removed easily but it requires an 
analogous revolution in our worldview



Even bigger lessons
• sociology has a massive effect on even the hardest of sciences… 

science is made by scientists 

• no idea exists in a vacuum; historical and cultural context influences 
the ideas behind a theory and whether or not it gains currency 

• there is no such thing as science without interpretation; don’t listen 
to people who say “it’s just metaphysics” 

• understanding something from many different perspectives 
improves your understanding and makes you a better scientist 

• focussing solely on one worldview may be sufficient, but is not 
justified if we have several equivalent theories, and can 
unnecessarily limit our ability to understand new phenomena



Thank you for 
listening!


